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Herewith my submission to be considered for discussion by the committee appointed to
Inquire into the Provisions of the University of Tasmania Act 1992.

1. The constitution,  functions and powers of the University
The 1992 Act introduced a new Section 7 with subsection 1 effectively given Utas the
power and scope to conduct a range of business activities including share trading,
property sale and development, joint ventures and partnerships in pursuit of its
ambitions.  This is patently becoming the main game for Utas with the neglect of its
core roles viz academic and research.

2. The constitution,  role, powers and obligations of the Council and Academic
Senate.

Section 11B(a) of the Act requires members of Council to 'act in good faith in the
best interests of the University'.  Members of Council have effectively been silent or
silenced throughout this whole debate regarding the Southern Campus plan. This
could equate to an abdication of their duties in accordance with this provision.
Under Section 17A covering the protocols for dismissal of the Chancellor or Deputy
(Vice) Chancellor there is no specific provision covering the dismissal of the Vice
Chancellor. The only reference is under Section 16(3) whereby Council has the
power to determine the terms and conditions of the VC appointment. 

3. The appropriateness of the Act to ensure accountable executive, fiscal and
academic decision - making.
Utas has shown a clear lack of accountability to anyone with its level of spending in
relation to the purchase of city properties as part of the proposed City campus
relocation.  It has paid well over market price for a number of city properties and
most recently has committed to spending $86m on refurbishing the former Forestry
building.  At the same time moving to online delivery of courses without the need for
large lecture and other student facilities in the city.
The abject failure to properly maintain the buildings on the Sandy Bay campus is
another example of poor and non accountable fiscal management and decision
making.

4. The appropriateness of the Act to protect and promote academic freedom,
independence and autonomy.

Utas administration has overarching and unhealthy control over academic staff 
which has in turn created a culture of fear amongst this staff sector.  Rather than
protecting and promoting academic freedom, independence and autonomy within
academic staff the direct opposite has occurred within the toxic and intimidating
culture fostered by Utas administration from the top down.  The prevalence of non
disclosure and non disparagement clauses within contracts for current and ex staff
is an indicator of the distinct lack of academic freedom currently experienced by
Utas academic staff.
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Thank you for this opportunity.     It would be ideal if the Legislative Council introduced a
bill supporting a Parliamentary inquiry into the above.  It has the power to do so and I urge
this be acted upon if considered appropriate by the Honorable Members.  

Judy Tierney OAM,




